
The question naturally arises how can the critics fellow the divine names
when it suits their purpose and then throw them out when it does not? Such
proceo.ure mces a quastion on the whole matter.

Another good illustration of the actual incompleteness and serious
mutilation of the text by critical methods which are desned to show allegedly
continuous narratives is 0. T. Allis' discussion of the narrative(Gen. 29.15
3O.21 which tells of Jacob's marriages and o' the birth of all 'of his sons,
except Benjamin (The ive Books of Moses pr.25-.26)

Chaiter 37 begins the story of Joseph as a boy and tells of his life with
hs brothers and finally how he was sold. into Egypt. However, mapy critics have
so divided the chapter that all mention of Joseph is removed from the P document
(only verses l-2a being given to p) and, the rest of the chapter io divided up
between J and E. The next verse t'-at these critics assign to the P document is
fouãd in 41.46, "And Joseph was thirty years old when he stood before Pharaoh king
of Egypt.c Joseph wont out from the presence of Pharaoh, and went throughout all the
land. of pt." what sort of a continuous docunart it is that, after saying "These
are the generations of Jacob" (37.2a) that 'osepb is not even mentioned until we
read that he was 30 years old when he stood before Pharaoh. How he got down to
Egypt and how he ever came to stand before Pharaoh is not even mentioned by P.
Certainly this is very far from being a complete document. The next continuation
of P (given by all critics except Skinner who finds P in L2.5_6a)) s when we come
to 46.6, "And they took their cattle, and their goods, while they had gotten
in the land of Canaan, end came into Egypt, Jacob, and all his seed with him:

ç
It should. perhaps be noted that in Harrlescri's analysis of Genesis 37 in

the ApLendix (p.89) he gives verses 1 - 2a to P,everse 2b beginning "Joseph,
being seventeen years old, was feeding the fleck with his brethren; and the lad

with with the sans o Bi1h, and with the sons o± Zilpah, his father's wives: and
Joseph brought unto his father their evil report," Harrelson gives to E. However,
in his discussion riven earlier in his book (p. 37) Harrelson appears to give all
e,f verse 2 to P which would include the reference to "Toseph being a lad of seven
teen but Harreison admits continuation of the story is not preoered".
This Incompleteness of P must be kept in mind when one reads another statement by
Harrelson (p.39) that "P must iteelf be considered a narrative of Israel's early
history, from the creation to the death of oses. 1114 It 5s hard to understand how
an; --- i *dered a narrative, mu& less a completething th-s inccmp7ete coiild be c(-)ns
P ar -_ e t ive .

If, as some have rsainta'ned, each of these storios is absolutely complete
originally and. certain parts of one were slected. and certain parts of another
were selected and. these then supplement one another this amounts to dropping the
whole argument from continuous narrative, which was one of the four original
arguments for the documentary hypothesis. HuM says that the unknown writer or
rodactor who combined P with J and. H "did not, accept the material in its entirety
are he found. it and. simply string the sources together: his task was to supplement,
at his, cwn discretion . . .' Although this redactor attempted to incorporate as
much as possible from the older sources, Kuhl contends that this did not hinder iüa
"f-on selecting from the other sources or abbreviating them where necessary. "(The
Old Testament Its Otigins and, Com;osition p. 7 ) But if the redactor "abreviated"
his sources he did not preserve a cuntinuous document.
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